
Oil

On a volatile day on the crude oil market, prices ended up rising yesterday, where the Brent front month contract climbed to 112,04 
USD/bbl. Although bearish factors continue to loom, the market rose amid loosening corona virus restrictions in China and a weakening 
US dollar compared to other leading currencies. The market opens largely sideways as concerns about the global economic growth 
limits the upside.

Gas
Although the gas market continues to hold its breath ahead of Friday’s Russian deadline to EU countries about paying for gas in rubles, 
the market avoided further price climbs yesterday. The market remains overall confident that Russia will not cut off gas, but the matter 
will be the main topic both today and over the weekend. 

Coal
Once again, the European coal market rose in Thursday’s trading, despite the downwards adjustment on the gas market. The market 
faces big supply concerns as coal import from Russia will cease during the coming months, while other countries will likely have difficul-
ties providing with the huge amounts of coal it has previously imported from Russia. 

Carbon
European carbon prices continued to fall Thursday, following the EU decision from Wednesday to allow an extra 250 million quotas 
for sale in an effort to raise money for investments in making Europe independent of Russian gas. The benchmark contract retreated 
further as a result, closing the day at 83,18 EUR/t, and has now dropped around 10 % in a matter of just a few days. 

Hydro
Ahead of the weekend, the Nordic weather forecasts suggest wet and windy conditions for a large part of next week, likely followed by a 
change to drier conditions. Temperatures will remain above seasonal normal for most of the period. The hydro balance deficit decreases 
further, which is a bearish signal for the Nordic power market. 

Germany
With the losses on the carbon market continuing, while the gas market edged down as well, the German power market was up for a 
bearish session as well Thursday. The country’s 2023 contract fell to 227,35 EUR/MWh, still very close to the all-time high reached 
earlier this week. We expect sideways trading today, as the market awaits any further developments on the gas market.

Equities
In the wake of the late losses on the US stock markets Wednesday, the European markets has to make up for this with a downturn as 
well yesterday. The Stoxx600 Index fell by another 1,37 % while the US markets also edged down later in the day. Lower interest rates in 
both the US and in China today are however well received by the markets who appear to rebound.

Conclusion

Yesterday, the Nordic power market responded bearishly to wetter and windier weather forecasts as well as losses on the gas market 
and on the German power market. The Q3-22 and 2023 contracts fell to 87,40 EUR/MWh and 74,68 EUR/MWh respectively, retreating 
a bit after an otherwise quite bullish week. Today, the short end of the market could retreat due to an improving hydro balance, but gas 
will remain the main point of interest today as well.
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18-maj 193,44 198,03 89,65 192,38 174,32 178,77 152,13 June 184,00 180,00 75,00 139,00 89,00 154,00 84,00

19-maj 210,81 201,73 165,17 184,60 227,13 189,53 181,82 Q3-22 221,40 219,40 84,40 148,40 93,40 149,40 87,40

20-maj 201,89 181,94 145,29 174,68 244,63 183,01 178,26 2023 178,68 180,43 72,73 141,68 77,43 108,43 74,68


